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ABSTRACT: All-conjugated block copolymers, which can self-assemble into well-ordered morphologies, provide exciting opportunities to rationally design and control the nanoscale organization of electron–donor and electron–acceptor moieties in optoelectronic active layers. Here we report on the steady-state and time-resolved optical characterization of block copolymer films and solutions containing poly(3-hexylthiophene) as the donor block and poly(9,9-diocctfluorene) with and without copolymerization with benzothiadiazole as the acceptor block. Transient absorption measurements suggest rapid charge transfer occurs in both systems, with higher efficiency observed in the latter composition. These results indicate that this class of materials has promise in preparing highly ordered bulk heterojunction all-polymer organic photovoltaic devices.

INTRODUCTION

Growing societal demand for energy is directing the attention of the scientific community toward new methodologies for converting sunlight to electricity as this resource is clean, abundant, and renewable. Decades of solar energy research are reflected by traditional photovoltaic devices that exceed power conversion efficiencies of 20% (or even 40% for multijunction cells). Though such devices have tremendous value, they are currently too expensive to implement on a multi-TW scale. Next-generation technologies, such as organic photovoltaics (OPVs) based on semiconducting polymeric materials, provide the prospect for implementation on a global scale due to their projected dramatic cost reductions. One of the major impediments to achieving this potential is the rather low demonstrated power conversion efficiency of ∼8%, a number well short of the thermodynamic limit.

Successful technological application of light-to-electricity conversion is associated with fundamental challenges; optimization will only be possible once these challenges are fully understood. Efficient conversion of photons to electricity in organic and hybrid materials depends on internal processes related to light absorption, exciton separation, and charge carrier migration, among other steps. The lifetime of excitons photogenerated in organic materials translates to a maximum diffusion distance around 10 nm. Therefore, for photovoltaic applications, the location of each exciton generated must be within ∼10 nm of a donor–acceptor (D–A) interface where the exciton can separate into a free electron and hole. Once separated, the electron and hole require continuous, and if possible straight, pathways to the cathode and anode, respectively.

Periodic nanostructured morphologies comprised of alternating D–A domains with a characteristic distance comparable to the exciton diffusion length and perpendicularly oriented on the substrate—electrode represent the purported ideal structure within the organic or hybrid active layer. Such an ordered bulk heterojunction (BHJ) could target and optimize the abovementioned internal processes by, for example, increasing the exciton dissociation at the D–A interfaces and diminishing nongeminate exciton recombination. Therefore, it is accepted that, in order to develop high-performance organic and/or hybrid organic–inorganic solar energy devices, it is necessary to control the active layer morphology on the nanoscale.

A promising approach to generate periodic, tunable nanostructures is through the use of semiconducting D–A block copolymers (BCPs) due to their highly tunable nanoscale self-assembly. Besides advantages such as good solubility, lower weight, and processability on large flexible substrates, which translate to low cost, semiconducting polymers exhibit tunable optoelectronic function including absorption...
and photoluminescence,\textsuperscript{39} bandgap,\textsuperscript{41} enhanced carrier mobility,\textsuperscript{42} and photovoltaic behavior.\textsuperscript{43}

Many of the earliest conjugated BCPs relevant to optoelectronics,\textsuperscript{44,45} exhibited efficient energy transfer from donor blocks to acceptors blocks both within a single polymer chain and between neighboring chains. D–A BCPs have also been used to modestly improve photovoltaic performance by improving BHJ nanoscale structure and to target photovoltaic applications.\textsuperscript{46–49} More examples of D–A BCPs can be found in the literature.\textsuperscript{30,60–62} Although many of these BCPs produced ordered nanoscale morphologies, they have all displayed comparatively low power conversion efficiencies when incorporated into OPV devices. An ordered morphology providing an efficient pathway for excitons to charge separate into free charge carriers can have the unintended consequence of facilitating the recombination process across the common D–A interface. Understanding charge transfer at the D–A interface of such BCP systems remains a largely neglected area of study. The literature on BCP systems offers a limited number of experiments directly dedicated to factors that can affect charge transfer,\textsuperscript{65,66} and generally these experiments have been limited to steady state probes.\textsuperscript{65}

In the present work we use two newly synthesized D–A rod–rod diblock copolymers (schematically depicted in Figure 1) comprised of a poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) p-type block and a poly(9,9-diocylfluorene) (PFO) or poly-(9,9-diocylfluorene-co-benzothiadiazole) (PFBT) n-type block to study their optoelectronic and photophysical properties including charge transfer, in both solutions and thin films. While PFO has a wide bandgap and a low electron mobility not directly including charge transfer, in both solutions and thin films. The P3HT–PFO and P3HT–PFBT block copolymers contained 2% and 17% P3HT homopolymer impurities, respectively. These materials were studied in both dilute solutions and thin films.

Thin solid films with thicknesses varying from 70 to 450 nm (measured by ellipsometry and atomic force microscopy) were obtained by spin-casting concentrated (10–30 mg/mL) chlorobenzene polymer solution onto clean solid substrates including boro-aluminosilicate display grade glass with and without an ITO coating. Films were solvent annealed in dichlorobenzene at 150 °C to facilitate self-assembly. ITO substrates were used as both a working electrode and substrate to deposit films for electrochemistry experiments while glass was used to prepare films suitable for UV–vis, PL, and TA studies. For the latter methods, polymer solutions of concentrations between 0.1 and 0.2 mg/mL in chloroform were also studied.

UV–vis absorption spectra were recorded using a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 950 spectrometer, and emission PL spectra were recorded using a Perkin-Elmer LS-55 luminescence spectrometer with a 250 nm/min scan rate. The excitation wavelengths were 520 and 550 nm for solutions and thin films, respectively.

Spectroelectrochemistry experiments were carried out using a three-electrode quartz cell consisting of an ITO-covered glass working electrode, a platinum counter electrode, and a Ag/AgCl reference electrode. The potential applied to thin polymer films deposited on the ITO working electrode was varied in steps of 0.05 V using a BASi EC Epsilon potentiotstat. The supporting electrolyte was 0.1 M tetra-n-butylammonium hexafluorophosphate (Bu₄NPF₆) dissolved in dry acetonitrile (Fisher Scientific).

TA measurements made use of a 35 fs pulse width, 2 kHz commercial Ti:S amplifier. Tunable pulses were generated with a white-light seeded optical parametric amplifier. Time delayed pulses of white light produced in a 2 mm thick sapphire plate were used to probe the samples. Solutions were stirred, and films were constantly translated during optical measurements.

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the steady state UV–vis absorption and PL spectra for both solutions (Figure 2a,b) and films (Figure 2c,d) of P3HT, PFO, and PFBT homopolymers as well as P3HT–b–PFO and P3HT–b–PFBT diblock copolymers. To facilitate qualitative comparison, the UV–vis absorbance is normalized. P3HT homopolymer absorption is represented by a peak centered at 450 nm. PFO and PFBT homopolymers absorb maximally around 380 and 365 nm, respectively. P3HT–b–PFO and P3HT–b–PFBT diblock copolymers exhibit absorption profiles that are essentially a simple summation of those of the component blocks, with the respective contributions proportional to their stoichiometric ratio. For the BCP solutions, there is a slight red shift of the n-type block with respect to the homopolymer.
absorption profile, likely due to subtle conformational reorganizations in the solution environment.

PFO has a wide bandgap with the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) level sitting only slightly below that of P3HT—at least for the separate homopolymers. Considering that the exciton binding energy associated with photoexcited P3HT is on the order of a few hundred meV, which would lower its effective LUMO even further, we do not anticipate efficient charge separation to occur at the D–A interface of P3HT-b-PFO. Copolymerization of substituted fluorene with comonomers of benzothiadiazole66 leads to a PFBT product that has a lower bandgap and a concomitant lower LUMO level, which would be expected to favor electron transfer from P3HT. Thus, we anticipate a more efficient charge separation process to occur at the D–A interface of P3HT-b-PFBT.

A simple initial analysis of the efficiency of exciton separation in these systems is based upon steady state characterization of photoluminescence quenching. Figure 2b depicts the PL spectra recorded for different solutions (from top to bottom: P3HT, blend of P3HT and PFO homopolymers, blend of P3HT and PFBT homopolymers, P3HT-b-PFO, and P3HT-b-PFBT) each excited at 520 nm, corresponding to absorption purely in the P3HT (Figure 2a). When preparing solutions, we considered polymer molecular weights and matched the concentrations such that all solutions contained the same amount of P3HT. In these conditions, at 520 nm excitation, all solutions absorb approximately the same number of photons as confirmed by UV–vis optical density measurements. Using the area under the peak and comparing it to the area of the P3HT homopolymer peak, the degree of PL quenching can be determined. Blending P3HT homopolymer with potential electron-accepting polymers in solution leads to little or no quenching, though the P3HT/PFBT blend exhibits slightly more quenching than the P3HT/PFO blend, as anticipated based on the simple MO energy picture. Minimal quenching is not unexpected as proximity between the disparate polymer chains is unlikely in solution, so the vast majority of the P3HT chains relax unperturbed. Covalently bonding the donor and acceptor species together in a BCP, however, has a dramatic effect on quenching due to the enforced proximity, with P3HT-b-PFO and P3HT-b-PFBT exhibiting 15% and 44% quenching, respectively. The relative effectiveness of nonradiative processes, which in this case are presumed to be charge separation events, is in agreement with the simple molecular orbital alignment picture described above. Later we provide stronger evidence, based on time-resolved measurements, to attribute the quenching to charge separation versus alternative nonradiative processes.

Additional information can be gleaned from analogous steady state experiments performed using films made of the same materials. As with the solutions, films were prepared such that the amount of P3HT contained in all films was the same. Figure 2c presents the UV–vis spectra recorded for P3HT, PFO, PFBT, P3HT-b-PFO, and P3HT-b-PFBT. In comparison to solutions, the P3HT absorption peak, in both the homopolymer and BCPs, is narrower and red-shifted by about 100 nm to a center near 550 nm, as has been reported previously in homopolymer systems.71 Absorption peaks corresponding to PFO and PFBT are also narrowed, though the positions are similar to those observed in solutions.

Figure 2d depicts the PL spectra recorded for different films (from top to bottom: P3HT, blend of P3HT and PFO homopolymers, blend of P3HT and PFBT homopolymers, P3HT-b-PFO, and P3HT-b-PFBT) excited at 550 nm. Again, only P3HT substantially absorbs photons at this wavelength. As was observed with solutions, P3HT-b-PFBT exhibits the highest quenching (about 57%), suggestive of the most effective charge transfer. A substantial portion of the residual PL intensity in P3HT-b-PFBT solution and film samples can be attributed to the
P3HT homopolymer impurities. P3HT-b-PFO exhibits about 29% quenching, whereas in non-BCP blends of P3HT + PFO and P3HT + PFBT homopolymers the quenching is insignificant. Comparing results obtained for both solutions and films (Figure 2e), we conclude not only that P3HT-b-PFBT exhibits the highest quenching in both cases but also that quenching in films is more substantial, presumably due to packing of molecular chains yielding multiple acceptors in the proximity of most donors. Somewhat surprisingly, blends of P3HT + PFO and P3HT + PFBT homopolymers exhibit lower quenching in films than in solutions. This is attributed to macrophase separation that takes place when spin-casting films leading to large domains of donors and acceptors, which minimizes the D−A interfacial area in the film.

To determine an effective rate of charge separation, we first measured the excited state lifetime of P3HT in solution (see Supporting Information) to be 660 ps. Given the reported PL quantum yield (QY) of 33% for P3HT,72 we obtained a radiative rate, \( k_r \), of \( 5.0 \times 10^8 \) s\(^{-1} \) as well as an intrinsic total nonradiative decay rate, \( k_{nr} \), of \( 1.0 \times 10^9 \) s\(^{-1} \) using QY = \( k_r/(k_r + k_{nr} + k_{CT}) \) and calculate charge transfer yields of 30% and 57% for solutions of P3HT-b-PFO and P3HT-b-PFBT, respectively, using \( k_{CT}/(k_r + k_{nr} + k_{CT}) \). The increased charge transfer yield is consistent with the expected increase in driving force upon changing from PFO to PFBT. We note that the calculated charge transfer rate of \( 2.0 \times 10^9 \) s\(^{-1} \) for P3HT-b-PFBT is

---

**Table 1. Fitting Parameters from Transient Absorption Decay Dynamics in the Near-Infrared Presented in Figure 4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>polymer</th>
<th>solutions ( y_0 )</th>
<th>( A_1 )</th>
<th>( t_1 )</th>
<th>( A_2 )</th>
<th>( t_2 )</th>
<th>films ( y_0 )</th>
<th>( A_1 )</th>
<th>( t_1 )</th>
<th>( A_2 )</th>
<th>( t_2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P3HT</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>0.0065</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3HT-b-PFO</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3HT-b-PFBT</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>685</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>267</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( y_0 \) is the long-lived (\( t \rightarrow \infty \)) baseline amplitude, and the \( A \) and \( t \) parameters are the amplitude and time constants (in picoseconds) for the two exponential decays, respectively.

---

**Figure 3.** UV−vis−near-IR spectroelectrochemical data recorded for P3HT-b-PFO (a), P3HT-b-PFBT (b), P3HT (c), PFO (d), and PFBT (e).

**Figure 4.** Near-infrared transient absorption spectra at 2 ps for solutions (a) and films (c) of P3HT, P3HT-b-PFO, and P3HT-b-PFBT and their associated dynamics at 1000 nm (b) and 1200 nm (d), respectively. In (b) and (d) the solid lines represent exponential fits through the experimental data points (fit parameters in Table 1). The pump energy was 470 nm for solutions and 550 nm for films.
competitive with intrinsic nonradiative recombination rates. Moreover, the calculated charge transfer rates represent lower limits because of the residual PL attributable to P3HT homopolymer impurities. PL quenching has, however, been shown to be a poor indicator of efficient charge photogeneration in thin films,7,3 where PL quantum yield for P3HT can be below 2%.72,74−77 Transient absorption measurements can provide details on various possible photophysical processes, including charge separation and intersystem crossing between singlet and triplet states for both polymer solutions and thin films. Prior to delving into analysis of transient absorption results, it is informative to investigate the absorption properties of electrically charged, i.e., molecular ion, polymer species via spectroelectrochemistry. Figure 3a,b shows optical spectra of P3HT-b-PFO and P3HT-b-PFBT recorded for increasing electrode potential from 0 to 1 V. The first peak in these spectra, centered at 380 nm, corresponds to PFO or PFBT. The second absorption peak, centered at about 550 nm, is due to P3HT. P3HT-b-PFO and P3HT-b-PFBT electrochemically start to oxidize at about 0.55 V (vs Ag/AgCl). With increasing electrode potential the vibrational structure of the \( \pi - \pi^* \) transition (550 nm) becomes less pronounced, which means that highly conjugated segments are oxidized first and the remaining unoxidized (uncharged) regions exhibit shorter conjugation length. In addition to bleaching of the \( \pi - \pi^* \) transition, charging causes the gradual appearance of broad absorption bands in the lower energy region of the spectrum.78 These bands are assigned to hole charge carriers on P3HT as only P3HT can be oxidized at positive potentials lower than 1 V (Figure 3c). Figure 3d,e indicates no influence of PFO and PFBT charging at these potentials. Cyclic voltammetry data (Supporting Information) indicate that in order to start oxidizing PFO and PFBT one has to apply voltages higher than 1.35 and 1.55 V, respectively.

Representative TA absorption spectra at 2 ps (Figure 4a,c) and their corresponding dynamics (Figure 4b,d) were recorded for P3HT, P3HT-b-PFO, and P3HT-b-PFBT polymer systems in solutions and thin films. TA spectra were obtained using a pump wavelength of 470 nm for solutions and 550 nm for films, respectively (Figure 4a,c). These photon energies selectively excite P3HT, though in the case of films there is a small amount of absorption in PFBT at 550 nm. Pump intensity was 75 \( \mu \)J/cm\(^2\) for all measurements. Dynamics were not significantly affected by three times higher or lower intensity. There is a consensus that the primary photoexcitations in regioregular P3HT solutions are intrachain singlet excitons,72,77 and long-lived photogenerated triplet excitons.72,74 In thin films, the primary excitations, delocalized among neighboring lamellae layers in the film, are singlet excitons with large interchain contributions.74,76 Direct photogeneration of charge carriers (\( \sim 0.15 \) per absorbed photon) is also observed while long-lived photogenerated triplet excitons are not easily generated in regioregular P3HT films.72,74,77,79 For example, transient species formed in P3HT films after excitation at 400 nm have been assigned to singlet excitons (1200 nm), polarons (1000 nm), and polaron pairs (660 nm).79 In both films and solutions, we have recorded TA spectra at NIR wavelengths where the hole component of P3HT excitons absorb so that we can analyze their dynamics.

With this particular material system, there is not a clear spectral signature of moieties directly representing charge transfer products, so for insights into the nature of the observed steady state PL quenching we turn to the dynamics of the P3HT hole component. As seen in Figure 4b,d, the TA decay dynamics of the P3HT homopolymer differ compared to those obtained for P3HT-b-PFO and P3HT-b-PFBT diblock copolymers (PFO and PFBT homopolymers have no TA features in the near-infrared spectral range under these conditions). The BCPs exhibit a slowed decay of the NIR induced absorption feature relative to P3HT, with P3HT-b-PFBT being even slower than P3HT-b-PFO. The P3HT dynamics are attributed to singlet exciton decay via geminate recombination (in films) or intersystem crossing to the triplet state (in solutions) as reported in the literature.72,73,80−82 The slower BCP decay is attributed to the appearance of a population of long-lived holes residing on P3HT resulting from charge separation taking place at the D-A interface. These long-lived charges, ascribed to P3HT cations based on our spectroelectrochemistry data, contribute to the overall induced absorption in this range and therefore increase its absolute value over longer pump−probe delay times. Comparison of the BCPs and the P3HT homopolymer decays is consistent with appearance of P3HT radical cations over tens to hundreds of picoseconds, which roughly corresponds to the charge separation rates determined from the solution PL quenching data. Moreover, the amplitude of long-lived cation signal increases upon going from P3HT-b-PFO to the P3HT-b-PFBT BCP. The longer-lived P3HT holes are observed in films as well as solutions, with faster overall dynamics observed in the former, likely as a result of additional intermolecular processes. Moreover, the discrepancy in decay times between the P3HT homopolymer and the BCPs is significantly larger in films with respect to solutions. An alternative explanation for the observed slower decay in the BCP samples would be elimination of a nonradiative channel that was present in pure P3HT, but because the PL is substantially quenched in the BCPs with respect to P3HT, this mechanism is unlikely and charge separation is the most logical explanation.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Donor/acceptor all-conjugated block copolymers have been synthesized and characterized using a series of steady state and time-resolved optical techniques. Photoluminescence quenching in solutions and films indicates that BCPs are far more efficient at separating photogenerated excitons than blends of the same polymer block materials. Using ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy and spectroelectrochemistry, the mechanism of the PL quenching is identified as charge transfer from P3HT to PFO or PFBT, respectively, with more efficient charge transfer in the latter. Enhanced quenching in films with respect to solutions is attributed to intermolecular processes that supplement the intramolecular charge separation observed with dilute solutions. When incorporated into photovoltaic devices, block copolymers of this nature can provide a structural platform with high nanoscale order, thereby enabling detailed structure−property studies and, ultimately, optimizing the processes underlying solar energy conversion.
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